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Original Clinical Report

Mechanical Ventilation Guided by Electrical 
Impedance Tomography in Children With 
Acute Lung Injury

Isabel Rosemeier, MD1; Karl Reiter, MD2,3; Viola Obermeier, PhD3; Gerhard K. Wolf, MD1,3

Objectives: To provide proof-of-concept for a protocol applying a 
strategy of personalized mechanical ventilation in children with acute 
respiratory distress syndrome. Positive end-expiratory pressure and 
inspiratory pressure settings were optimized using real-time electri-
cal impedance tomography aiming to maximize lung recruitment while 
minimizing lung overdistension.
Design: Prospective interventional trial.
Setting: Two PICUs.
Patients: Eight children with early acute respiratory distress syn-
drome (< 72 hr).
Interventions: On 3 consecutive days, electrical impedance tomogra-
phy-guided positive end-expiratory pressure titration was performed 
by using regional compliance analysis. The Acute Respiratory Distress 
Network high/low positive end-expiratory pressure tables were used as 

patient’s safety guardrails. Driving pressure was maintained constant. 
Algorithm includes the following: 1) recruitment of atelectasis: increas-
ing positive end-expiratory pressure in steps of 4 mbar; 2) reduction of 
overdistension: decreasing positive end-expiratory pressure in steps of 
2 mbar until electrical impedance tomography shows collapse; and 3) 
maintaining current positive end-expiratory pressure and check regional 
compliance every hour. In case of derecruitment start at step 1.
Measurements and Main Results: Lung areas classified by electrical 
impedance tomography as collapsed or overdistended were changed 
on average by –9.1% (95% CI, –13.7 to –4.4; p < 0.001) during 
titration. Collapse was changed by –9.9% (95% CI, –15.3 to –4.5; 
p < 0.001), while overdistension did not increase significantly (0.8%; 
95% CI, –2.9 to 4.5; p = 0.650). A mean increase of the positive 
end-expiratory pressure level (1.4 mbar; 95% CI, 0.6–2.2; p = 0.008) 
occurred after titration. Global respiratory system compliance and 
gas exchange improved (global respiratory system compliance: 
1.3 mL/mbar, 95% CI [–0.3 to 3.0], p = 0.026; Pao2: 17.6 mm Hg, 
95% CI [7.8–27.5], p = 0.0039; and Pao2/Fio2 ratio: 55.2 mm Hg, 
95% CI [27.3–83.2], p < 0.001, all values are change in pre vs post).
Conclusions: Electrical impedance tomography-guided positive end-
expiratory pressure titration reduced regional lung collapse without 
significant increase of overdistension, while improving global compli-
ance and gas exchange in children with acute respiratory distress 
syndrome.
Key Words: electrical impedance tomography; mechanical ventilation; 
pediatric acute respiratory distress syndrome; personalized ventilation

There is sufficient evidence from randomized controlled 
trials in adult patients with acute lung injury (ALI) sug-
gesting that delivering small tidal volumes (Vts), adequate 

levels of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) and a restrictive 
fluid strategy improve outcome (1–3). However, there is also evi-
dence that there is a dichotomy in outcome in patients with ALI 
and not all patients respond uniformly (4–8). Concurrent with 
these data and with the common bedside experience that indi-
vidual patients may or may not respond to interventions, such as 
escalation of PEEP or positional changes, there may be a role for a 
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more personalized ventilator strategy. This strategy could account 
for the unique individual morphology of lung disease, such as the 
amount of atelectasis and overdistension as a percentage of total 
lung tissue, the exact location of atelectasis, and whether posi-
tional changes or elevation of PEEP produce lung recruitment or 
overdistension.

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT), a bedside monitor to 
describe regional lung volume changes, displays a real-time cross-
sectional image of the lung. Regional volume changes during EIT 
have been highly correlated with volume changes detected on CT 
(9–11). Only few studies have investigated whether this technol-
ogy has the capability of improving outcome in patients (12) and 
in animal models (11, 13) with ALI.

The aim of this study was to provide proof-of-concept for a 
protocol applying a strategy of EIT-guided mechanical ventilation 
in children with ALI. Although adhering to accepted strategies of 
lung protection, such as low Vts and permissive hypercarbia, per-
sonalized PEEP settings were determined by continuously moni-
toring the amount of lung overdistension and atelectasis using 
EIT in real time at the bedside. Individual ventilator settings were 
chosen with the aim to minimize lung overdistension and maxi-
mize lung recruitment. Data from a recent animal study showing 
a decrease in ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI) during EIT-
guided ventilation (11) were directly translated to this study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of Ludwig-
Maximilians-University Munich (institutional review board) and writ-
ten informed consent was obtained from a parent or guardian prior to 
enrollment. Intubated and mechanically ventilated patients with a chest 
circumference greater than 70 cm (smallest available EIT-belt), younger 
than 18 years old, and meeting the Berlin 
definition of acute respiratory distress 
syndrome (ARDS) (14) for less than 72 
hours were considered eligible. Patients 
were either deeply sedated or were receiv-
ing neuromuscular blocking agents. 
They received a chest radiograph in the 
first 12 hours after enrollment. Exclusion 
criteria are presented in the supplement 
(Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://
links.lww.com/CCX/A59) (4).

Setting
Two academic PICUs (Children’s 
Hospital Traunstein and Dr. von 
Haunersches Kinderspital, both 
Ludwig-Maximilians-University, 
Munich, Germany).

Cardiopulmonary Monitoring
Vital signs, transcutaneous 
 oxygen saturations (Spo2), and 
 respiratory variables were monitored 

continuously and recorded at every PEEP alteration. Respiratory 
variables were monitored at the airway opening with a main-
stream pneumotachometer and capnometer. All arterial blood gas 
measurements (0.1 mL microsample per measurement) were per-
formed 15 minutes following each PEEP change to allow for the 
equilibration of physiologic responses and were analyzed in the 
ICU (Rapidlab; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).

Electrical Impedance Tomography
EIT measurements were performed using the Dräger PulmoVista 
500 EIT-device (Dräger Medical GmbH, Lübeck, Germany). 
The 16-electrode belt was placed between the 4th and 5th inter-
costal space. Ventilator data were continuously recorded by the 
EIT-device through a serial interface (Medibus, Dräger Medical, 
Lübeck, Germany) from the ventilator. EIT data were recorded 
continuously and recording was interrupted only for data trans-
mission and processing. All EIT data processing was performed 
at the bedside utilizing the EITeasy software application (Dräger 
Medical GmbH, Lübeck, Germany). In order to assess the optimal 
PEEP, the regional compliance per pixel, as described by Costa et al 
(15), was calculated by the EITeasy software. The display of “WIN/
LOSS” summarizes all pixels with compliance win and all pixels 
with compliance loss, comparing the current PEEP level to a refer-
ence level (start of PEEP titration).  The display of “OD/CL” refers 
to the measurement of lung overdistension and collapse in per-
cent of scanned lung, also described by Costa et al (15). Figure 1 
shows both options. More details are presented in the supplement 
(Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCX/A59).

Experimental Protocol
Patients were ventilated with the Dräger Evita Infinity V500 or the 
Dräger Evita XL ventilator (all Dräger Medical, Lübeck, Germany). 
Baseline ventilation was provided using pressure-controlled mode 

Figure 1. Display options “WIN/LOSS” (all pixels with compliance win and all pixels with compliance loss [A, B, 
C]) and “OD/CL” (lung overdistension and collapse [D, E, F]) at three different positive end-expiratory pressure 
(PEEP) levels during PEEP titration. PEEP 12 would be chosen as optimal PEEP level.
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with a target Vt of 6 mL/kg of ideal body weight. Goal inspiratory 
pressure (Pinsp) was less than or equal to 30 mbar. If Pinsp increased 
greater than or equal to 30 mbar, then Vts were reduced to 4 mL/
kg. Pinsp greater than 35 mbar were only allowed for a brief period 
of time (< 15 min). Respiratory rate was set to achieve a target Pao2 
above 55 mm Hg and a pH goal of 7.25–7.40. Elevated Paco2 levels 
were tolerated (permissive hypercapnia). During PEEP changes, 
the driving pressure (∆P) was maintained constant. As at the end 
of PEEP titration, improved global respiratory system compliance 
often occurred, the respiratory rate and ∆P were often reduced at 
the very end of the titration protocol to prevent hyperventilation.

Patients received EIT-guided PEEP titration at the following 
time points; on day 1 (opening and optimizing phase) for 6 con-
secutive hours and on days 2 and 3 (re-opening and maintenance 
phase) for 3 hours.

The Acute Respiratory Distress Network (ARDSnet) low-PEEP 
and high-PEEP tables (16, 17) were used as patients’ safety guard-
rails. The patients received minimally the lowest PEEP from the 
low-PEEP table and maximally the highest PEEP from the high-
PEEP table. EIT-guidance was used to optimize PEEP by the fol-
lowing strategy:

The patient was started at the PEEP level set by the treating 
physician.

1) PEEP was increased by steps of 4 mbar every 15 minutes: 
If there was evidence of lung recruitment, PEEP was again 
increased by 4 mbar until a stopping criterion was met or the 
maximal PEEP was reached. If there was no more evidence of 
lung recruitment, then:

2) PEEP was gradually reduced by steps of 2 mbar: If the patient’s 
PEEP at start of titration was the maximally allowed PEEP, the 
titration started at this point.

3) PEEP was maintained at the first evidence of lung collapse dur-
ing PEEP decrease, and the regional compliance was checked 
every hour. If collapse increased or outweighed recruitment 
at any point of the 6 hours measurement, the protocol was 
restarted at point 1 by again increasing the PEEP by 4 mbar and 
ended 2 mbar above the level where lung collapse occurred.

Stopping criteria were as follows: reaching minimal/maximal 
PEEP according to the ARDSnet grid, pH less than 7.0, drop of 
the mean arterial pressure (MAP) greater than 20%, 50% increase 
in vasopressor dosing, Spo2 less than 80%, and constant Pinsp 
greater than 35 mbar while Vt 4 mL/kg.

Statistical Analysis
All three measurement days of each patient were included in the 
analysis. Response to recruitment was identified by decreased 
overdistension/collapse. PEEP titration effects on EIT variables 
(overdistension and collapse), respiratory variables (PEEP, global 
respiratory system compliance, ∆P), gas exchange (Pao2, Paco2, 
Pao2/Fio2 ratio, oxygenation index [OI]), and hemodynamic vari-
ables (heart rate [HR], blood pressure) were analyzed with a linear 
mixed-effects model with a random effect. p values of less than 
0.05 are considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis 
was performed with the software IBM SPSS Statistics Version 25 
(IBM Corp., Armonk, NY) and R Version 3.5.1 (R Foundation for 

Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). The analysis was overseen 
by statisticians of the Institute of Social Pediatrics and Adolescent 
Medicine, Ludwig Maximilian University Munich. Details of the 
statistical analysis are described in the supplement (Supplemental 
Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCX/A59).

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics
Eight patients met eligibility criteria and were enrolled between 
January 2015 and May 2018. One patient had no measurement on 
day 3 due to staff shortage. A total of 23 titrations was performed. 
Four patients briefly met stopping criteria of the protocol (arterial 
hypotension) but were able to complete the protocol. One patient 
with pulmonary hemorrhage met the stopping criterion of high 
Pinsp at the start of titration. The ventilator variables were consid-
ered clinically justified, and the patient was allowed to complete 
the protocol and was included in the analysis.

Demographic data for all patients are shown in Table 1. 
Baseline respiratory variables, response to lung recruitment, and 
outcome are shown in Table 2.

Response to Recruitment
EIT measured collapse was changed during titration by –9.9% 
(95% CI, –15.3 to –4.5; p < 0.001) on average, while overdistension 
was not significantly increased at the end of titration (mean of dif-
ferences, 0.8%; 95% CI, –2.9 to 4.5; p = 0.650). Overdistension and 
collapse is a composite variable indicating the percentage of lung 
which is not optimally ventilated. Overdistension/collapse was 
decreased by –9.1% (95% CI, –13.7 to –4.4; p < 0.001) through the 
titration. Figure 2A shows the development of overdistension and 
collapse during PEEP titration at three time points; at start of titra-
tion (T1), maximum PEEP level (T2), and end of titration/optimal 
PEEP (T3). On average, collapse drops to zero at the highest PEEP 
level, while overdistension increases to its maximum. At the opti-
mal PEEP level, mean collapse and mean overdistension converge. 
Figure 2B shows the difference of overdistension/collapse before 
and after titration for all performed measurements.

Respiratory Variables
EIT-guided PEEP titration on average led to higher PEEP levels 
(mean of differences, 1.4 mbar; 95% CI, 0.6–2.2; p = 0.008). Figure 
2C shows the difference of the PEEP levels before and after the 
titration for all performed measurements. In three cases, the opti-
mal PEEP identified by EIT was equal to the PEEP level set by the 
treating physician. In two titrations, the PEEP level was reduced. 
Global respiratory system compliance was increased after titration 
(1.3 mL/mbar; 95% CI, –0.3 to 3.0; p = 0.026). To avoid hyperven-
tilation after recruitment and improved lung compliance, ∆P was 
reduced at the end of titration if possible. The reduction of ∆P was 
significant (–1.2 mbar; 95% CI, –2.0 to –0.4; p = 0.0088).

Gas Exchange
Pao2 levels were significantly higher after EIT-guided PEEP titra-
tion (17.6 mm Hg; 95% CI, 7.8–27.5; p = 0.0039). Pao2/Fio2 ratio 
increased by 55.2 mm Hg (95% CI, 27.3–83.2; p < 0.001). OI was 
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lower after PEEP titration (–0.8; 95% CI, –1.4 to –0.1) not reach-
ing the level of significance (p = 0.085). Paco2 levels did not differ 
(1.6 mm Hg; 95% CI, –3.1 to 6.3; p = 0.5045).

Hemodynamics
HR and MAP were compared at the three critical points during a 
PEEP titration (T1, T2, T3). No significant difference of MAP at the 
start of titration compared with the maximum PEEP level (p = 0.893) 
or the start of titration compared with the end of titration (p = 0.461) 

occurred. No significant difference of HR at the start of titration 
compared with the maximum PEEP level (p = 0.958) or the start of 
titration compared with the end of titration (p = 0.555) occurred. 
Arithmetic mean and 95% CI are shown in Figure 2, D and E.

DISCUSSION
The main findings of this study are as follows: 1) EIT-guided PEEP 
titration with the provided algorithm was feasible in children with 
mild-to-moderate ARDS. Lung recruitment during the titration 

TABLE 1. Demographic Data

Patient Sex
Age  
(yr)

Ideal  
Body  

Weight  
(kg)

Electrode 
Belt Size

Primary Acute  
Respiratory  

Distress  
Syndrome Etiology Underlying Medical Condition

1 Female 15.9 26.3 Small Yes Influenza A/respiratory 
syncytial virus pneumonia

Lissencephaly

2 Male 11.8 19.3 Small Yes Influenza A pneumonia Infantile cerebral palsy

3 Female 9.6 29.8 Small Yes Influenza A/respiratory 
syncytial virus pneumonia

Suspected atypical Rett syndrome

4 Male 9.0 27 Small Yes Influenza B/respiratory 
syncytial virus pneumonia

Familial hemophagocytic 
lymphohistiocytosis

5 Female 1.8 19.2 Small Yes Mycoplasma/rhinovirus 
infection

Aicardi syndrome

6 Female 12.2 32.3 Small Yes Nosocomial pneumonia Status post perinatal asphyxia, hypoxic 
brain damage, focal epilepsy

7 Male 3.8 16.5 Small Yes Pulmonary hemorrhage/ 
bacterial infection

Status post meningitis (neonatal period), 
internal hydrocephalus (ventriculo-
peritoneal shunt), developmental delay

8 Male 17.5 71.5 Large No Status post septic shock, 
lymphocyte reconstitution 
nosocomial infection

c-acute lymphoblastic leukemia

Leucopenia

Mean ± sd  10.2 ± 5.4 30.2 ± 17.6     

TABLE 2. Response to Lung Recruitment and Outcome

Patient
Pao2/Fio2  

Ratio
Oxygenation  

Index
Compliance 

(Mean)

Driving  
Pressure  
(mbar)

Maximum  
Inspiratory  
Pressure  
(mbar)

Days of  
Ventilation  

Until  
Enrollment

Days of Ventilation  
After Positive  

End-Expiratory  
Pressure Titrations

Lung  
Recruitment  

Outcome
Patient  

Outcome

1 179.0 7.3 10.2 15.0 27 0.8 15 Response Survivala

2 116.2 8.2 12.0 12.0 29 0.0 8 Response Survival

3 157.3 12.7 9.4 15.2 34 0.3 8 Response Survival

4 195.3 7.2 8.0 18.0 32 0.5 2 Response Survival

5 165.3 6.6 5.3 18.5 35 1 6 Response Survival

6 191.2 7.3 13.5 20.8 35 2 2 Response Survival

7 204.8 10.7 6.2 22.1 43 1 (home 
ventilation)

5 (home  
ventilation)

Response Survival

8 199.1 8.5 59.7 9.1 30 1 3 Response Survival

Mean ± sd 176 ± 29.3 8.6 ± 2.1 15.5 ± 18.1 16.3 ± 4.4 33.1 ± 4.9 0.83 ± 0.6 6.13 ± 4.3   
aDeath 3 wk later after another pulmonary infection.
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phase was accompanied by only temporary overdistension. At the 
end of titration, collapse was significantly reduced while overdis-
tension was not significantly increased; 2) EIT-guided titration 
on average lead to higher PEEP levels than the PEEP levels set by 
the treating physician; 3) Global respiratory system compliance 
improved after EIT-guided titration and ∆P could be reduced; and 
4) Gas exchange improved during EIT-guided titration, as evi-
denced by improved Pao2 levels and improved Pao2/Fio2 ratios.

The present algorithm was derived from a previous random-
ized study in an animal model of ARDS (11), comparing EIT-
guided PEEP titration with ARDSnet ventilation. In that study, 
EIT-guided ventilation produced histopathologic evidence of 
lung protection, as evidenced by lower amounts of hyaline mem-
branes and airway fibrin. Similar to the present study, EIT-guided 

ventilation led to higher PEEP levels, improved compliance, and 
improved oxygenation. Another recent study, however, investigat-
ing an EIT-guided optimized PEEP strategy in a porcine model 
of ARDS, showed no differences in gas exchange or histopathol-
ogy between the groups (13). In that study, EIT-derived optimal 
PEEP was determined only once during a fixed incremental-dec-
remental PEEP maneuver and that PEEP was applied throughout 
the study. In the present human and the previous animal study, 
real-time EIT-guidance was achieved by repeated analysis of EIT 
measurements and subsequent PEEP- adjustments. Adjustments 
were based on the actual assessments of overdistension and col-
lapse during the entire course of the ventilation protocol, which 
may explain the diverging results. In a study involving adult 
patients with ARDS, adjusting PEEP based on EIT variables led to 

Figure 2. Overdistension and collapse (OD/CL) (B) and positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) levels (C) before and after the PEEP titration. OD and CL (A), 
heart rate (HR) (D) and mean arterial pressure (MAP) (E) at the start, the maximum PEEP level and the end of titration. bpm = beats/min.
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increases in lung compliance and improvement of oxygenation, in 
accordance with our results (18).

In the present study, PEEP titration resulted in lung recruitment 
as measured by EIT. However, this recruitment method is not a 
classic recruitment maneuver. An open lung approach (OLA) com-
monly leads to very high Pinsp and PEEP levels in contrast to our 
protocol, limiting ∆Ps and relying on a stepwise increase in PEEP. 
A recent multicenter randomized clinical trial reports the risks of 
an aggressive recruitment strategy. In this trial, OLA improved 
hypoxemia, but increased the risk of adverse effects, including 
mortality (19). The results could indicate the need for a personal-
ized ventilation strategy, as one approach may not fit all patients.

The ARDS network PEEP tables are considered to be safe to 
apply (17), but suggest a wide range of possible options (e.g., 
Fio2 0.4 leads to PEEP 5–16 cm H2O), without measures to avoid 
overdistension. Previous studies used EIT to identify the optimal 
PEEP level by retrospective analysis (20). When EIT was used pro-
spectively, standardized decremental or incremental-decremental 
PEEP trials were performed (21–25). The approach in this study 
provides an individualized opportunity to find the “optimal” PEEP 
level, relying on regional variables of ventilation and specifically 
including variables of atelectasis and overdistension. Importantly, 
only CT may provide better characterization of ventilation hetero-
geneity, but rarely is feasible in the acute setting.

All patients responded to recruitment. However, not all patients 
showed response to recruitment at all three measurement days 
(Fig. 2B, measurement 2, 7, 18). One patient with alveolar hemor-
rhage did not respond to recruitment on day 1, but showed good 
response the next day. This case illustrates the dynamic nature 
of ARDS. Identifying patients responding to recruitment strate-
gies, while protecting nonresponders from aggressive recruitment 
maneuvers, may add lung protection.

Four patients briefly experienced arterial hypotension dur-
ing the protocol. In two of these cases, brief dose adjustments of 
vasopressors were necessary. Despite these findings, there was no 
significant difference in MAP or HR at the three critical points of 
a titration (T1, T2, T3). Therefore, we consider this approach to be 
hemodynamically safe to apply.

The “optimal” EIT-derived variable to be used for EIT-guided 
ventilation is still subject of debate. Ideally, the optimal EIT-
variable should indicate a state of optimal recruitment with 
minimized lung collapse and overdistension, while accurately 
quantifying overdistended and atelectatic lung areas. A recent 
study suggests, that using the composite variable of overdisten-
sion and collapse may be the best variable, as collapsed lung areas 
were significantly smaller when overdistension/collapse was used 
to set the PEEP level, compared with global compliance (21). 
Simultaneously quantifying the fraction of overdistended and 
atelectatic lung regions has been previously used in an experi-
mental ARDS model (26) and in patients with ARDS (18, 23, 27). 
Other studies have used broader measures of regional ventilation, 
measuring where the majority of ventilation occurs (center of ven-
tilation) (22, 25, 28), or the global inhomogeneity index, indicat-
ing the variation of Vt distribution throughout the lung, to define 
optimal (homogeneous) ventilation (20, 22, 24, 25).

The present study has important limitations. As the study had 
no control group and no histopathologic analysis was performed, 
a conclusion on the outcome or the occurrence of VILI is pre-
cluded. Improved compliance and gas exchange could also occur 
during a PEEP trial without EIT-guidance. The number of cases 
was low, attributed to the fact that true pediatric ARDS is a rare 
disease, and the group was heterogeneous as the patients had vari-
ous underlying medical conditions leading to the occurrence of 
ARDS. There was no confirming method like CT scans used due 
to the consequences of radiation exposure, but validity of EIT 
images in comparison to CT images have been shown in various 
previous studies (9–11). Regional impedance changes were only 
measured within one cross-sectional plane, covering 10–30% of 
the entire lung (29), but not along the craniocaudal axis.

CONCLUSIONS
This pilot trial demonstrated proof-of-concept that an EIT-guided 
PEEP titration protocol is feasible in children with mild-to-mod-
erate ARDS. Significant recruitment could be achieved while lung 
overdistension was not significantly increased. EIT-guided PEEP 
titration resulted in improved respiratory system mechanics and 
gas exchange. This method may help identify the individual level 
of PEEP that produces both a maximal resolution of atelectasis 
and minimal lung overdistension.
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